LIS 100 Portable Inspection Systems

LIS-100

- Winch w/ 100 m cable & camera
- Attached controller
- Mini recorder, 2.4” monitor, SD card
- Light dimmer potentiometer
- Counter on screen & text generator
- Sheave, adapter to fix on pipes
- Centralizer

SPECIFICATIONS

CAMERA
- 700 TVL (4:3 format) or 950 TVL (16:9 format)
- High power LED engine
- Tested waterproof at 50 bar (5 MPa)

WINCH
- Manual operated, with brake and slip rings

CABLE
- Heavy duty aramid reinforced, strength: 500 kg

CONTROLLER
- Impact resistant box attached to the winch
- Video out (RCA socket)

RECORDER
- Mini recorder with 2.4” monitor and SD card

OPTIONS
- GPS Text overlay.

LIS-100 CBGA

- Winch w/ 100 m cable & camera
- Controller case
- 17” sun readable monitor
- Mini recorder, 2.4” monitor, SD card
- Counter on screen & text generator
- Centralizer

SPECIFICATIONS

CAMERA
- 700 TVL (4:3 format) or 950 TVL (16:9 format)
- High power LED engine
- Tested waterproof at 50 bar (5 MPa)

WINCH
- Manual operated, with brake and slip rings

CABLE
- Heavy duty aramid reinforced, strength: 500 kg

CONTROLLER CASE
- Impact resistant case
- 15.6” sun readable monitor
- Video out socket (RCA)

RECORDER
- Mini recorder with 2.4” monitor and SD card